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LYNWOOD, Calif. -- Falling star Lindsay Lohan took to Twitter last night to snark at American criminal justice, wagging her 
defiant "f - - k u" digit at a system that doesn't treat mean girls and boys as individuals at sentencing.  

A day after the 24-year-old actress was slapped with a 90-day jail term for violating probation on two drunken-driving 
charges, Lohan griped about jurisprudence in four Tweets.  

She quoted from a 2002 article by legal scholar Erik Luna, who wrote, "November 1 marked the 15th anniversary of the US 
Sentencing Guidelines.  

"But there were no celebrations, parades, or other festivities in honor of this punishment scheme created by Congress and 
the US Sentencing Commission.  

"Instead, the day passed like most others during the last 15 years: Scores of federal defendants sentenced under a 
constitutionally perverted system that saps moral judgment through its mechanical rules."  

Lohan will get an up-close and personal look at just how the system works when she joins the mean girls behind bars.  

Ex-cons strolling out of the Century Regional Detention Facility -- still wearing plastic ID bracelets and carrying belongings 
in plastic bags -- said the spoiled actress won't learn a thing if she's treated like a prison princess.  

Jailers have said Lohan will be separated from the general population.  

"It was about time they put her in," said Roxana Saucedo, who spent four days behind bars for DUI.  

"If I saw her, I wouldn't be mean to her, but some of the girls probably would be because she's gotten away with it for so 
long."  

Additional reporting by David K. Li in New York  
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